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Justice
The reducton of gamblng-related harm 
s a prorty for the Department of Justce. 
We have ntroduced a range of measures 
to better protect consumers from the 
harm assocated wth problem gamblng.
Whle these measures have been 
successful n reducng the prevalence of 
problem gamblng, t s mportant to be 
open to new deas on how to further 
reduce problem gamblng and the harm 
t causes. 
It has been suggested by some that 
destnaton gamng, a model for the 
supply of gamng that would nvolve 
fewer but larger gamng venues, could 
result n a reducton n problem gamblng 
harm. Indeed, ths has been a recurrng 
theme n many of the submssons made 
to the Department of Justce durng 
publc consultatons on a range of 
matters related to gamng machnes.
The Government made a commtment 
n Takng acton on problem gamblng to 
nvestgate whether destnaton gamng 
would, f mplemented, delver a net 
benefit to Vctora.
At the request of the Mnster for 
Gamng, the Department has conducted 
a comprehensve nvestgaton of 
destnaton gamng and the mpact t 
would have on Vctora, partcularly n 
relaton to the level of problem gamblng 
harm. Ths report detals the outcome of 
that nvestgaton.
I trust that ths report wll make 
a valuable contrbuton to our 
understandng of some of the ssues 
surroundng accessblty and problem 
gamblng and wll assst the Government 
n ts delberatons on the future of 
destnaton gamng n Vctora.
I would lke to thank all those from the 
gamng ndustry, local government and 
communty groups who gave generously 
of ther tme and contrbuted ther 
expertse to the nvestgaton.
Penny Armytage
Secretary
Secretary’s foreword
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
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vexecutve summary
Ths report outlnes the Department 
of Justce’s nvestgaton nto whether 
destnaton gamng would delver a net 
communty benefit for Vctora. The 
nvestgaton was ntated followng 
a commtment by the Government n 
Takng acton on problem gamblng.
Destnaton gamng s an emergng 
concept that does not have a specfic 
recognsed meanng. It nvolves a 
reconfiguraton of supply to fewer, but 
larger gamng venues. Ths would mean 
removng gamng operatons from exstng 
venues n an area and establshng large 
destnaton gamng venues, ether n that 
same area or n another area.
It has been suggested that ths 
reconfigured supply structure would 
reduce accessblty to gamng 
opportuntes, whch n turn would result 
n a reducton n the number of new cases 
of problem gamblng. 
The prmary focus of the nvestgaton 
was to examne ths contenton. Ths 
nvolved consderaton of the reasons 
why people develop gamblng problems, 
the nature of accessblty and the 
relatonshp between accessblty to 
gamng opportuntes and problem 
gamblng behavour.
In determnng the potental mpact on 
problem gamblng, the nvestgaton 
consdered the mpact on exstng 
problem gamblers and those people at 
rsk of developng gamblng problems.
The nvestgaton concluded that 
although t s not possble to determne 
the mpact of destnaton gamng on 
problem gamblng precsely, t s lkely to  
be lmted.
There are a number of reasons 
for ths concluson. frstly, people 
develop gamblng problems due to a 
combnaton of factors that nclude 
socal, physologcal, psychologcal and 
envronmental factors. 
As the other factors contrbutng 
to problem gamblng wll stll occur, 
partcularly at the ndvdual level, the 
proporton of at-rsk gamblers who wll 
be senstve to changes n accessblty s 
lkely to be low.
Secondly, accessblty s a concept that 
has many nterconnected dmensons, 
each nfluenced by the socal and 
envronmental context of the local area. 
The mpact of changes to accessblty 
through destnaton gamng would 
depend on the way that the overall 
accessblty level n partcular areas s 
affected.  
It s evdent that the relatonshp between 
accessblty of gamng opportuntes and 
problem gamblng s not smple or lnear. 
In the context of the Vctoran gamng 
supply structure, the analyss ndcates 
that whle destnaton gamng could 
reduce accessblty to a degree, overall 
accessblty to gamng opportuntes 
would reman hgh.
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The nvestgaton concluded that n 
the short to medum term, destnaton 
gamng n Vctora could potentally 
ncrease problem gamblng harm. 
Ths s because people wth exstng 
gamblng problems are lkely to adapt 
ther behavour to the reconfigured 
supply structure n order to act on ther 
compulson to gamble.
In the longer term, destnaton gamng  
may reduce problem gamblng harm as 
less accessble gamng opportuntes 
present a barrer to mpulsve gamblng 
behavour for at-rsk gamblers.
However, even wth a consderable 
reducton n accessblty, the extent 
of the reducton n problem gamblng 
cases n the long term s lkely to be 
lmted due to the varous other factors 
that contrbute to the development of 
gamblng problems.
It s therefore not possble to 
demonstrate that destnaton gamng 
wll delver a benefit n terms of reduced 
problem gamblng harm.
At the same tme, destnaton gamng 
could potentally result n net negatve 
economc and communty mpacts. 
Whle a new destnaton gamng venue 
mght nvolve an njecton nto a local 
economy and enhanced servces, 
facltes and entertanment optons for 
a communty, ths s lkely to be offset 
by the loss of gamng operatons from 
exstng venues. 
The loss of local gamng operatons 
would nvolve job losses and mpacts 
on supplers and ancllary busnesses. 
Where exstng gamng venues scale back 
operatons, reductons n communty 
servces and facltes are lkely to follow. 
The more extensve the reducton n 
exstng gamng operatons, the more 
unlkely that destnaton gamng would 
result n an overall economc or socal 
benefit.
Gven the uncertanty of the potental 
benefits n reduced problem gamblng and 
the probablty of assocated economc 
and communty costs from a reducton 
n exstng gamng opportuntes, t s not 
possble to form a vew that destnaton 
gamng would result n a net communty 
benefit for Vctora.
It s recommended that destnaton 
gamng not be pursued further n Vctora 
at ths tme.
Destination gaming is a 
problem gambling harm 
prevention measure. 
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Introducton
In october 2006, the Vctoran 
Government released Takng acton 
on problem gamblng: A strategy for 
combatng problem gamblng n Vctora.
Takng acton on problem gamblng 
s a broad framework to gude the 
development and mplementaton of 
the Government’s strategy to address 
problem gamblng.
The strategy outlnes the gudng 
prncples and objectves that wll drve 
Vctora’s response to problem gamblng 
and sets out the areas for acton that the 
Government wll pursue to meet those 
objectves.
Takng acton on problem gamblng 
represents an ntegrated approach to 
addressng problem gamblng, nvolvng:
• measures to protect consumers 
through nformaton and product 
safety
• strateges and measures to prevent the 
development of gamblng problems
• ntatves to facltate nterventon at 
an early stage of the development of 
gamblng problems and equp people 
and communtes to take acton to 
mtgate problem gamblng
• enhancements to treatment servces 
for problem gamblers and those 
affected by problem gamblng.
Included n Acton area four: protectng 
vulnerable communtes of Takng acton 
on problem gamblng are ntatves 
that the Government wll mplement 
to manage the dstrbuton of gamng 
opportuntes so that the communtes 
most at rsk from problem gamblng are 
better protected.
Ths acton area ncludes a commtment 
to nvestgate whether destnaton gamng 
would delver a net communty benefit 
for Vctora.
What is destination gaming?
Destnaton gamng s an emergng 
concept that does not have a specfic 
recognsed meanng. At a broad level, 
t nvolves a reconfiguraton of supply 
towards fewer, but larger gamng 
venues. These venues would encourage 
predetermned decsons to travel and 
gamble, and would offer a range of 
servces and facltes. It s assumed that 
a destnaton gamng venue would not 
nclude casno table games.
The term ‘destnaton’ suggests that ths 
type of gamng venue s a place that 
people wll go to as an event. However, 
destnaton gamng s not about partcular 
facltes or destnatons. Whle a 
destnaton venue could be located at a 
specfic tourst locaton, t could also be 
located n a more suburban envronment. 
Destination gaming reconfigures the supply of gaming with the aim that fewer 
people develop gambling problems in the future.
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Implementaton of destnaton gamng 
could nvolve removng gamng 
opportuntes n one area and ntroducng 
a destnaton gamng venue n that same 
area or n another area. In some areas, the 
supply of gamng opportuntes may be 
unchanged.
Destnaton gamng s envsaged as a harm 
preventon measure. As such, t ams 
to reduce the number of people who 
develop gamblng problems by addressng 
envronmental contrbutors to problem 
gamblng.
It does not seek to affect the behavour 
of exstng problem gamblers. Instead, 
destnaton gamng reconfigures the 
supply of gamng wth the am that fewer 
people develop gamblng problems n  
the future.
Investigation into destination 
gaming
The Department of Justce (the 
Department) nvestgated destnaton 
gamng n accordance wth the 
commtment n Takng acton on problem 
gamblng. The nvestgaton focused on 
whether destnaton gamng would delver 
a net communty benefit for Vctora. 
The concept of ‘net communty benefit’ 
nvolves an analyss of the costs and 
benefits of a polcy to determne 
whether, overall, the polcy would be 
of benefit to the communty. It ncludes 
consderaton of economc, socal and 
envronmental mpacts.
The purpose of ths nvestgaton was 
to use objectve analyss, research 
and experence locally and from 
other jursdctons to examne the net 
communty mpact of destnaton gamng.
The Department commssoned a revew 
of publshed lterature and undertook 
data analyss usng spatal mappng 
software and data obtaned through a 
survey of all gamng venues n Vctora.
A number of studes were undertaken 
of gamng venues n new South 
Wales, Queensland and Vctora. The 
Department vsted a range of venues 
wth between 23 and 600 gamng 
machnes. These vsts nvolved meetng 
wth the venue’s board, owner 
and/or management, local government 
representatves and problem gambler 
counsellng servce provders n the area.
Consultaton wth key stakeholders 
was also an mportant element of the 
nvestgaton. Consultaton on ssues 
emergng from the analyss occurred at 
varous stages of the nvestgaton and the 
nformaton gathered from stakeholders 
has nformed the communty mpact 
analyss.
Ths report presents the analyss 
undertaken n the nvestgaton of 
destnaton gamng and sets out the 
nvestgaton’s conclusons regardng the 
net communty benefit for Vctora.
The analyss focuses on the broad 
concept of destnaton gamng rather 
than a specfic model. for ths reason, the 
net communty mpact analyss does not 
attempt to quantfy mpacts precsely.
Takng acton on problem gamblng 
outlned a range of specfic ssues that 
the nvestgaton nto destnaton gamng 
should consder. rather than beng 
addressed ndvdually, these ssues are 
ncorporated nto the general analyss 
of net communty mpact. However, 
the partcular sutablty of racecourses 
to destnaton gamng s examned n 
Appendix A.
It is estimated that 
around 1.12 per cent 
of Victoria’s adult 
population are  
problem gamblers  
(McMillen 2004).
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Harm assocated wth 
problem gamblng
Destnaton gamng s a problem gamblng 
harm preventon measure. Whle many 
Vctorans enjoy the entertanment and 
lesure experences of gamblng safely, 
some people have dfficulty managng 
ther gamblng and t becomes a problem 
for them, ther famly and the communty.
problem gamblng harm results n 
sgnficant costs to the Vctoran 
communty. It s therefore approprate 
that the Government develops strateges 
to combat problem gamblng and reduce 
ths harm.
The Vctoran Government defines 
problem gamblng usng the followng 
definton developed by Gamblng 
research Australa and endorsed by 
the Australan Mnsteral Councl on 
Gamblng:
problem gamblng s charactersed 
by dfficultes n lmtng 
money and/or tme spent on 
gamblng, whch leads to adverse 
consequences for the gambler, 
others or for the communty (neal, 
Delfabbro & o’nel 2005).
It s estmated that around 1.12 per cent of 
Vctora’s adult populaton are problem 
gamblers (McMllen 2004).
What is problem gambling harm?
A number of features of problem 
gamblng harm are commonly recognsed:
• fnancal hardshp: ths s the most 
mmedate and obvous mpact of 
problem gamblng and can lead to 
chronc ndebtedness, asset loss, 
bankruptcy or homelessness. fnancal 
hardshp also appears to be the 
drver of many of the other effects of 
problem gamblng.
• Co-related health problems: problem 
gamblng s assocated wth hgher 
than average rates of depresson, 
dssocatve dsorders and anxety, 
stress-related health problems and 
sucdal deaton. There s also some 
evdence of an assocaton wth other 
harmful behavour, such as smokng, 
alcohol and drug problems.
• Interpersonal and domestc mpacts: 
problem gamblng s assocated wth 
domestc tenson, ncludng relatonshp 
breakdown and, sometmes, domestc 
volence.
• Work mpacts: problem gamblers 
are more lkely to change jobs due 
to gamblng and problem gamblng 
s assocated wth absenteesm and 
productvty loss.
• Crme: the extent of problem gambler 
crme s dfficult to ascertan (due 
to complcatng factors such as the 
level of unreported and undetected 
crme), but research does suggest a 
lnk between problem gamblng and 
revenue-rasng crmes such as theft, 
fraud, forgery and embezzlement.
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Problem gambling harm can extend to friends, family and the community. 
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problem gamblng harm can extend 
to frends, famly and the communty. 
Hardshp suffered by problem gamblers 
has a wde range of secondary mpacts, 
from straned personal relatonshps 
to ncreases n welfare and treatment 
costs borne by governments and welfare 
servce provders.
Problem gambling harm in 
vulnerable communities
Whle gamblng problems can be seen 
n a broad range of soco-economc and 
demographc groups, some communtes 
are more at rsk than others from the 
harm caused by problem gamblng.
In Vctora, gamng machnes are 
concentrated n areas of hgh soco-
economc dsadvantage (Marshall and 
baker 2001a, cted n young 2007). The 
dsadvantage experenced by these 
communtes may magnfy the harm 
from problem gamblng for the followng 
reasons:
• Those wth lmted financal means may 
be more at rsk of experencng problem 
gamblng harms (Jackson, Thomas and 
blaszczynsk 2003). Impacts may be 
compounded or experenced sooner. 
Ths s because people wth a lower 
soco-economc status tend to  have 
fewer of lfe’s financal ‘safety nets’ – 
such as nsurance, a good credt record, 
frends and famly wth the means to 
lend financal support, employablty 
through educatonal qualficatons and 
a sound employment hstory.
• The demand for general emergency 
welfare servces due to problem 
gamblng harm may place an added 
dran on servces n vulnerable 
communtes (reGMCrp 2005). 
emergency welfare servces n these 
communtes may be more lkely to 
have hgher levels of demand than 
those n communtes of hgher soco-
economc status.
Snce the harm from problem gamblng 
s magnfied n vulnerable communtes, 
the benefits from reductons n problem 
gamblng would lkewse be more 
consderable. It s therefore approprate 
that problem gamblng polces such 
as destnaton gamng are partcularly 
targeted at assstng these vulnerable 
communtes.
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People develop 
gambling problems 
due to a combination 
of factors that include 
social, physiological, 
psychological and 
environmental factors. 
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Destnaton gamng, n addton to beng 
a gamng supply model, s a preventatve 
measure that attempts to reduce the 
harm from problem gamblng by reducng 
the ncdence of new problem gamblng 
cases over tme.
problem gamblng behavour appears 
to be nfluenced by a range of factors, 
ncludng:
• personal characterstcs (erroneous 
belefs, behavoural ssues such as 
chasng losses and psychologcal 
vulnerablty)
• socal factors (socal solaton, socal 
norms and pressures, famly nfluences)
• global factors (soco-economc, 
demographc, geographc)
• gamblng envronmental factors 
(accessblty, venue features, 
concentraton).
Destnaton gamng focuses on one 
aspect of the envronmental contrbutors 
to problem gamblng: accessblty of 
gamng opportuntes.
The potental for destnaton gamng 
to reduce problem gamblng harm 
therefore stems from the extent to whch 
envronmental contrbutors such as 
accessblty nfluence the development 
of gamblng problems.
Problem gambling pathways
There are many theores that attempt to 
explan the causes of problem gamblng, 
examnng a range of socal, physologcal, 
psychologcal and envronmental factors. 
They nclude:
• socal health models that advocate 
the need for nterventon to change 
envronmental aspects
• medcal models that suggest gamblng 
nvolvement fits on a contnuum 
from occasonal non-problematc 
use to extreme over-nvolvement or 
‘pathologcal gamblng’ (referrng to a 
mental dsorder)
• behavoural models that nterpret 
problem gamblng as a learned 
behavour compelled by personal 
experences and socal context
• cogntve models that contend problem 
gamblng behavour s mantaned by 
rratonal belefs and atttudes.
These models approach problem 
gamblng from a sngle perspectve. 
However, evdence suggests that problem 
gamblers are not a homogenous group, 
despte sharng many characterstcs. 
To address ths ssue, the ‘pathways 
model’ (blaszczynsk & nower 2002) 
conceptualses three dstnct sub-groups 
of gamblers who are each nfluenced by 
dfferent factors.
Causes of problem gamblng 02
The influence of destination gaming on problem gambling behaviour is likely 
to be limited to gamblers sensitive to accessibility.
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Ths model s a respected (though 
untested) theory that dentfies the 
followng sub-groups of gamblers:
• behavourally condtoned problem 
gamblers: these people gamble ntally 
for entertanment or socalsaton. They 
exhbt problem gamblng behavour 
because of poor judgment and 
decson-makng and get caught up n 
cycles of preoccupaton wth gamblng 
and chasng losses.
• emotonally vulnerable problem 
gamblers: these people have pre-
exstng psychologcal ssues or are 
affected by severe adverse lfe events.
• ‘Ant-socal mpulsvst’ problem 
gamblers: these people have a pre-
gamblng hstory of mpulsve behavour 
and, often, a range of other behavoural 
problems.
The pathways model provdes a useful 
theoretcal context for understandng 
problem gamblng, partcularly n the 
context of problem gamblng treatment 
strateges.
However, gamblers wthn the same sub-
group may have dfferent susceptblty 
to dfferent contrbutors so that two 
behavourally condtoned problem 
gamblers may respond dfferently to the 
accessblty of gamng opportuntes.
In addton, the extent to whch dfferent 
factors contrbute to the development 
of gamblng problems remans uncertan. 
blaszczynsk & nower (2002) contend 
that envronmental factors are a common 
feature n the development of gamblng 
problems for all three problem gamblng 
sub-groups, but ther sgnficance as a 
causal factor s unknown.
Environmental contributors to 
problem gambling
The effect of envronmental factors, 
such as hgh accessblty, on dfferent 
sub-groups of problem gamblers can be 
theorsed usng the pathways model.
In the case of behavourally condtoned 
problem gamblers, the ntal 
entertanment and socal gamblng 
actvty s facltated by easy access to 
gamng opportuntes (blaszczynsk & 
nower 2002).
Hgh accessblty may make gamblng 
temptng for emotonally vulnerable 
problem gamblers who gamble as a 
means of escape, often n response to 
adverse lfe events.
Hgh accessblty can also facltate 
mpulsve gamblng behavour for ‘ant-
socal mpulsvst’ problem gamblers. 
Impulsve behavour can be descrbed 
as a hasty and unplanned reacton to 
an envronmental (or nternal) stmulus 
wthout thought of the consequences 
(Westphal 2007). Where the presence 
of envronmental stmul such as gamng 
venues s ncreased, mpulsve behavour 
may be more frequent.
envronmental features wll contrbute to 
the development of gamblng problems 
for all three sub-groups of gamblers, 
although to varyng degrees both 
between and wthn the sub-groups. 
Conclusion
It s apparent from the range of factors 
that are lkely to contrbute to the 
development of gamblng problems 
that destnaton gamng wll not stop all 
problem gamblng behavour. However, 
as t targets one of these factors, t could 
reduce the ncdence of new cases over 
tme as gamng opportuntes are less 
accessble to those at-rsk gamblers who 
are senstve to envronmental factors.
It s mpossble to predct how extensve 
ths reducton mght be. Smple causal 
connectons between ndvdual factors 
and the development of gamblng 
problems do not exst and t s not 
possble to measure what proporton of 
problem gamblng s a consequence of 
envronmental factors.
Whle accessblty can contrbute to the 
development of problematc behavour, 
t s not the sole drver of gamblng 
problems. rather, the accessblty 
of gamng s just one ngredent n a 
mxture of contrbutors, and may be less 
mportant than other factors, such as:
• poor judgment and decson-makng 
leadng to behavoural condtonng
• pre-exstng psychologcal and 
bologcal ssues
• severe adverse lfe events
• mpulsve behavour and other 
behavoural problems.
As destnaton gamng does not address 
these broader ssues, ts nfluence on 
problem gamblng behavour s lkely 
to be lmted to gamblers senstve to 
accessblty, such as those who have 
mpulse control ssues.
02
Accessibility refers to 
how much effort is 
required by a person to 
seek out an opportunity 
to gamble.
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The extent of a reducton n problem 
gamblng through destnaton gamng wll 
be drven by how accessblty operates 
and ts nfluence as an envronmental 
contrbutor to problem gamblng.
Despte beng a term that s often 
used, accessblty s not easly defined. 
young defines accessblty as a “broad 
construct that takes nto account all 
the crcumstances that ether enable or 
constran an ndvdual n expressng a 
decson to gamble” (2007, p. 9).
essentally, accessblty refers to how 
much effort s requred by a person to 
seek out an opportunty to gamble.
Dimensions of accessibility
Accessblty s often measured n terms 
of the number of gamng machnes 
or number of venues n a gven area. 
However, the concept s much broader, 
comprsng both spatal and non-spatal 
dmensons (Marshall 2005).
It s a concept that has many 
nterconnected dmensons that nfluence 
overall accessblty n varous ways.
The key dmensons of accessblty are 
dentfied below.
Density
Densty has tradtonally been used as 
the prmary ndcator of accessblty, 
as t s easly measured. It relates to the 
number of gamng machnes or venues n 
a specfic area and s a way of quantfyng 
the saturaton of gamng opportuntes. In 
Vctora, t s commonly expressed as the 
number of gamng machnes per thousand 
adults.
Location of venues
Accessblty wll also be affected by the 
locaton of gamng opportuntes and 
whether they are ntegrated wth people’s 
daly actvtes.
If gamng venues are postoned where 
people are more lkely to spend tme 
(for nstance, resdental areas, shoppng 
or busness precncts or other areas of 
communty congregaton), people wll 
encounter gamng opportuntes more 
frequently. Ths wll make t easer for 
people to gamble.
Accessblty of gamng 
opportuntes 03
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Spatal accessblty relates to the 
dstrbuton of gamng opportuntes n 
an area.
How gamng venues are dstrbuted s 
mportant to overall levels of accessblty. 
If there s an even spread of gamng 
venues across a local area, t s more lkely 
that venues wll be easly accessble to a 
greater number of people.
fgure 1 depcts spatal accessblty n 
two hypothetcal dentcal areas wth 
the same populaton and number of 
gamng machnes. In example A, gamng 
opportuntes are evenly dstrbuted 
across the total area. In contrast, n 
example b, gamng venues are clustered n 
one partcular area. Whle there are more 
gamng venues n example b, t s less 
accessble n terms of spatal dstrbuton 
than example A.
Travel time to a venue
A reducton n the dstrbuton of gamng 
venues wll ncrease the tme t takes a 
person to get to a gamng venue, thereby 
nfluencng accessblty.
evdence suggests that when there are 
sgnficant tme and space barrers to 
gamblng, people are more lkely to make 
planned decsons to gamble (and to 
set and stck to money and tme lmts), 
rather than gamblng on mpulse alone 
(McDonnell phllps 2006).
Transport availability
The level of accessblty s also affected 
by avalablty of transport. Gamng 
venues wll be more accessble where 
publc transport s extensve or f the 
venue provdes a courtesy bus, for 
example.
Social accessibility
Socal accessblty refers to the socal 
and cultural barrers that mght affect 
a person’s decson to attend a gamng 
venue. perceptons about gamng venues 
and communty atttudes to gamng 
wll nfluence the socal accessblty of 
gamng.
The productvty Commsson (1999) 
noted that perceptons of gamng are 
changng. Gamng venues can provde 
a safe, non-threatenng and attractve 
socal envronment to groups who 
mght otherwse feel excluded from the 
communty. Ths s partcularly the case 
for women and the elderly.
Characteristics of gaming machines and 
venues
The desgn characterstcs of gamng 
machnes make them accessble to most 
people. In comparson to some other 
forms of gamblng, gamng machnes 
are easy to use. people do not need 
to study form gudes or understand 
extensve rules to play them. The ntal 
outlay requred to use gamng machnes 
s mnmal and they requre no skll and 
lttle nterpersonal contact (productvty 
Commsson 1999).
Smlarly, gamng venues themselves have 
few tme, cost or socal barrers to entry. 
Venues are open for extended hours, 
wth gamng venues n Vctora requred 
to close for four hours a day. Apart from 
mnmum age requrements, there 
03
 Figure 1. Spatial accessibility
 Example A Example B
Source: productvty Commsson 1999
Evidence suggests 
that when there are 
significant time and 
space barriers to 
gambling, people are 
more likely to make 
planned decisions to 
gamble, rather than 
gambling on impulse 
alone (McDonnell 
Phillips 2006).
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are few restrants on who can enter a 
gamng venue. entry nto hotels s largely 
unrestrcted and whle clubs requre most 
patrons to be a member or a vstor from 
outsde a certan area, membershp s 
usually nexpensve.
Interconnectedness
The dmensons of accessblty are 
closely lnked and overall accessblty s 
the product of the nteracton of these 
dmensons.
for example, spatal accessblty nvolves 
elements of densty and locaton so that 
changes to one dmenson are lkely to 
have flow-on effects to other dmensons. 
Accessblty of gamng for an ndvdual 
mght therefore be determned by the 
tme t takes to travel to a venue (travel 
tme), whch s n turn lnked to proxmty 
to the venue (spatal accessblty) and 
avalable transport optons.
The ablty to solate ndvdual 
dmensons of accessblty to measure 
ther potental mpact s lmted by ther 
nterconnectedness. Whle the number of 
gamng venues n an area may be reduced, 
thereby reducng spatal accessblty and 
travel dstance, overall accessblty wll 
stll be nfluenced by where the remanng 
gamng venues are located.
Ths mult-dmensonalty and 
nterconnectedness needs to be 
consdered when gaugng the potental 
mpact of alterng a dmenson of 
accessblty.
Local context
In addton to the nterconnecton 
between the varous dmensons, 
accessblty wll also be nfluenced by the 
socal and envronmental context of the 
local communty.
Indvdual local areas are nfluenced 
by dfferent local factors, ncludng 
hstorcal, geographcal, cultural and 
demographc factors. These factors affect 
the varous dmensons of accessblty. 
for example:
• spatal accessblty can be nfluenced 
by the geographcal features of the area
• socal accessblty can be nfluenced by 
the cultural make-up of a communty
• travel tme to a venue can be 
nfluenced by traffic congeston and 
transport lnks
• the relatve value of travel tme can be 
nfluenced by local perspectve (people 
n regonal areas may be accustomed 
to sgnficant travel tmes to access 
servces generally and may therefore 
judge accessblty dfferently from 
people n metropoltan areas).
The mpact of changes to accessblty on 
problem gamblng would depend on the 
way that changes to ndvdual dmensons 
nfluence the overall accessblty level n 
partcular local areas.
The mpact of destnaton gamng 
on overall accessblty of gamng 
opportuntes n Vctora s dscussed n 
Chapter 5.
The relationship 
between accessibility 
and problem gambling is 
varied and influenced by 
many factors. 
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Destnaton gamng’s potental to reduce 
problem gamblng harm rests on the 
relatonshp between accessblty and 
problem gamblng.
Many studes have lnked greater 
accessblty wth hgher rates of aggregate 
problem gamblng (Abbott 2006).
In Australa, there s evdence of a 
relatonshp between accessblty and 
problem gamblng at a macro level 
(young 2007), wth those states wth 
low accessblty havng lower rates of 
problem gamblng.
for example, n Western Australa, 
gamng machnes are located only n 
burswood Casno and the prevalence of 
problem gamblng s lower than n those 
jursdctons where gamng s more wdely 
avalable n lcensed clubs and hotels.
A macro-level lnk s also evdent n other 
jursdctons. In the unted States, the 
prevalence of problem gamblng s hgher 
n states where there are more gamblng 
opportuntes (leseur, cted n young 
2007).
Whle often observed at a macro 
level, the relatonshp between hgh 
accessblty and ncreased problem 
gamblng s not defintve. It s apparent 
that the relatonshp between 
accessblty and problem gamblng s 
vared and nfluenced by many factors, 
partcularly at a local level (young 2007).
Local factors influencing the 
relationship
local areas have dstnct socal and 
envronmental factors and these factors 
are lkely to mpact on the relatonshp 
between accessblty and problem 
gamblng n that area.
The mportance of ths s hghlghted by 
the case of norway, whch before 2002 
had a hghly accessble gamng supply 
model. However, ths dd not translate 
nto a hgh problem gamblng prevalence 
rate. Despte wdely avalable gamng 
opportuntes, wth one or two machnes 
located n a wde varety of settngs 
ncludng petrol statons, shoppng 
centres and restaurants, norway’s 
problem gamblng prevalence rate was  
0.2 per cent (Abbot & Volberg 2005).
A possble explanaton for ths les n the 
local context n whch gamng occurred. 
Whle gamng machnes were spatally 
accessble, they were also hghly vsble 
to the publc, dd not have seats avalable 
and were located n areas such as 
doorways, open to the elements (Abbott 
& Volberg 2005). These local factors may 
have dscouraged long perods of play and 
have had an mpact on the development 
of gamblng problems.
relatonshp between 
accessblty and problem 
gamblng04
Local areas have distinct social and environmental factors and these factors 
are likely to impact on the relationship.
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Adaptation theory
people’s ablty to adapt ther behavour 
can also have an effect on the 
relatonshp between accessblty and 
problem gamblng.
‘Adaptaton theory’ suggests that 
ncreased experence wth products or 
crcumstances, for nstance a new form 
of gamblng, wll enable people (and 
socetes) to adapt ther behavour to be 
able to deal wth or contan problems 
experenced by exposure to the product.
Abbott argues that due to adaptaton 
“problem gamblng prevalence wll 
eventually level out and declne, even f 
accessblty contnues to ncrease” (2005, 
p. 1234 cted n Abbott 2006, p. 5). An 
ntegrated problem gamblng framework 
that ncludes publc awareness of 
problem gamblng, educaton campagns 
and the development of gambler’s help 
servces may all assst n reducng the 
ncdence of problem gamblng, even 
wthout a reducton n accessblty 
(Abbott 2006).
Conclusion
Whle the relatonshp between 
accessblty and problem gamblng s 
not smple or lnear, t s evdent that 
a relatonshp does exst. Therefore, 
a reducton n accessblty through 
destnaton gamng has the potental 
to reduce problem gamblng harm by 
reducng the ncdence of new problem 
gamblers.
The challenge n terms of measurng the 
net communty mpact of destnaton 
gamng s n tryng to determne what 
level of reducton wll occur. Ths rases 
several ssues:
• There are multple factors that 
contrbute to why people develop 
gamblng problems and we do not yet 
fully understand how these factors 
nfluence a person’s behavour.
• Accessblty must be consdered at 
a local level, takng nto account the 
varous nterconnected dmensons.
How destnaton gamng would operate 
n the partcular Vctoran context s 
crucal to judgng the potental mpact on 
problem gamblng.
How destination 
gaming operates in the 
particular Victorian 
context is crucial to 
judging the potential 
impact on problem 
gambling.
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The Vctoran gamng envronment s 
charactersed by a hghly accessble 
gamng supply structure.
Gamng venues are located n 
envronments through whch people 
travel n the course of ther daly 
lves. They are n areas of communty 
congregaton, shoppng precncts and 
resdental areas.
Although the densty of gamng machnes 
n Vctora s low compared to other 
states, (only 6.86 gamng machnes per 
thousand adults), there s a hgh level of 
spatal accessblty of gamng venues.
In metropoltan Melbourne, for example, 
more than 90 per cent of people have 
a gamng venue wthn 2.5 klometres 
of ther home. Although gamng venue 
spatal accessblty s lower n regonal 
Vctora, more than 55 per cent of people 
also lve wthn 2.5 klometres of a gamng 
venue. To put ths n context, t would 
generally take five mnutes or less to drve 
2.5 klometres.
Ths hgh level of spatal accessblty 
s combned wth a hghly moble 
populaton. Vctora has an average 
of 1.4 cars per household (AbS 2006; 
AbS 2006a) and an extensve publc 
transport network. Ths suggests that 
short to medum travel dstances mght 
not present a sgnficant barrer to 
accessblty for many people.
Options for a destination gaming 
supply reconfiguration
Gven the hgh moblty of the populaton 
and the hghly accessble supply of 
gamng opportuntes n Vctora, a 
sgnficant reducton n accessblty 
through destnaton gamng would be 
requred to reduce problem gamblng 
harm.
young argues that:
What s requred s a spatal 
reconfiguraton of supply, where 
gamblng opportuntes are 
completely removed n a way 
that s desgned to affect the 
level of accessblty (takng nto 
account space, tme, and resource 
opportuntes and constrants) 
wthn a vulnerable area (young 
2007, p. 43).
young’s conclusons suggest there are 
two destnaton gamng optons that 
provde the greatest potental to reduce 
accessblty n Vctora:
• targeted local area changes; or
• comprehensve consoldaton of gamng 
supply.
of these two optons, targeted local 
area changes are more lkely to reduce 
probelm gamblng as the local context s 
taken nto account.
potental mpact of 
destnaton gamng on 
problem gamblng n Vctora05
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Targeted local area changes would nvolve 
a reducton n the supply of gamng n 
partcular local government areas or a 
groupng of several suburbs. Ths opton 
could be targeted at areas that have 
been dentfied as partcularly at rsk 
of problem gamblng harm. Such areas 
are charactersed by a combnaton of 
hgh soco-economc dsadvantage, hgh 
gamng machne densty and hgh levels of 
gamng expendture.
To target the changes, a detaled 
nvestgaton and analyss of market 
behavour and problem gamblng rsk 
behavours for the area would be 
requred. The analyss would need 
to factor n the partcular socal and 
envronmental context.
The alternatve to targetng a 
reconfiguraton of supply n specfic local 
areas s to mplement a comprehensve 
consoldaton of gamng venues. Ths 
could nvolve, for example, a reducton 
from the exstng 523 gamng venues to 
only 100 gamng venues, each venue n 
a low-rsk area and operatng up to 275 
gamng machnes.
Impact of destination gaming on 
accessibility in Victoria
both of these optons would affect 
overall accessblty to a degree. However,  
an analyss of the optons n the context 
of the Vctoran supply model suggests 
that gamng opportuntes would stll be 
accessble.
frstly, the ntroducton of destnaton 
gamng may not sgnficantly ncrease 
transport barrers. In Vctora, car 
ownershp s hgh, and whle addtonal 
transport costs (such as petrol) may be a 
barrer for some lower soco-economc 
groups, t could be argued that travellng 
an addtonal 3–5 klometres to a gamng 
venue would not represent a sgnficant 
barrer for many gamblers.
In addton, venues may respond to any 
ncreased transport barrers by provdng 
free transport to the venue or subsdsng 
publc transport.
Secondly, overall spatal accessblty 
mght not be sgnficantly altered. 
Destnaton gamng nvolves a reducton 
n the number of gamng venues n 
vulnerable areas. However, wth targeted 
local area changes, gamng venues n a 
neghbourng local government area or 
suburb would reman.
even a comprehensve consoldaton n 
gamng venues s lkely to produce a wde 
spatal dstrbuton unless destnaton 
gamng venues were concentrated nto 
a partcular regon. for example, f total 
supply were restrcted to 100 destnaton 
gamng venues, t s stll lkely that there 
would be at least one venue located n 
each local government area.
In addton, some people wll resde or 
work close to the new destnaton gamng 
venues. for these people, accessblty 
s lkely to be ncreased gven the larger 
number of gamng machnes n each 
destnaton venue.
Thrdly, whle n the current Vctoran 
gamng supply model people regularly 
travel less than 5 klometres to a gamng 
venue (McMllen 2004), t s not known 
how people, partcularly those at rsk of 
problem gamblng, wll respond to greater 
dstances.
Vctorans currently travel over  
5 klometres to access some 
entertanment optons. for example, the 
spatal dstrbuton of cnema complexes 
n metropoltan Melbourne suggests 
that people may travel between 5 and 10 
klometres to watch a move. They may 
also be prepared to travel these dstances 
to gamble.
Even with a considerable reduction in accessibility the extent of the decline  
in problem gambling cases is likely to be limited. 
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In part, wllngness to travel depends 
on the avalablty of alternatve 
entertanment optons n the local area 
and the extent to whch a customer’s 
entertanment choces are flexble. 
That s, those lookng for general 
entertanment would be open to other 
optons. However, those who partcularly 
want to gamble would be nflexble about 
choosng an alternatve entertanment 
opton.
Impact of destination gaming on 
existing problem gamblers
The most recent estmate of the 
proporton of Vctoran adults who 
are problem gamblers s 1.12 per cent 
(McMllen 2004). If destnaton gamng s 
mplemented, the proporton of adults 
that are exstng problem gamblers at 
the tme wll contnue to have gamblng 
problems.   
These gamblers could be n the early 
stages of problematc gamblng behavour 
or may be at an advanced treatment 
stage. They wll contnue to experence 
harm, exhbtng a falure to control 
mpulses and overspend n terms of tme 
and/or money spent gamblng.
The changes to the gamblng envronment 
from the ntroducton of destnaton 
gamng would affect these gamblers n a 
number of ways.
problem gamblers n vulnerable 
communtes where exstng local gamng 
opportuntes are removed wll need to 
find alternatve gamblng opportuntes to 
act on ther compulson to gamble.
These alternatves may nvolve tryng 
other forms of gamblng, such as casno 
gamblng or gamblng over the nternet. 
for some, t wll nvolve overcomng travel 
barrers to attend gamng venues located 
n neghbourng areas.
Where problem gamblers change ther 
gamblng behavour to adapt to the 
new gamblng envronment, the harm 
assocated wth the tme spent gamblng 
or the amount spent gamblng may be 
ncreased. 
If destnaton gamng were ntroduced, 
exstng problem gamblers could react n a 
number of ways. In response to ncreased 
travel tme, they may, for example:
• ncrease the amount of tme spent 
gamblng at a venue
• ncrease the ntensty of ther gamblng 
(spendng more n a shorter tme)
•  suffer ncreased financal stran from 
hgher transport costs.
Ths would ncrease the harm for them, 
ther famly and the communty.
In addton, accessblty to gamng 
may actually be ncreased for problem 
gamblers who lve or work near new 
destnaton gamng venues, whch may 
exacerbate ther gamblng problems.
for some problem gamblers, the 
reducton n accessblty may help 
facltate recovery n the long term by 
removng the temptaton of gamblng.
However, n the short to medum term, 
the harm assocated wth exstng 
problem gamblng may be ncreased.
Impact of destination gaming on 
at-risk gamblers
The prmary am of destnaton gamng 
s to reduce the development of new 
problem gamblers. It therefore focuses 
on those at rsk of becomng problem 
gamblers, rather than exstng problem 
gamblers.
However, destnaton gamng only has the 
potental to affect one cohort of problem 
gamblers: those for whom envronmental 
factors, and n partcular accessblty, s 
a decsve contrbutng factor. further, 
the extent of the overall reducton n 
accessblty would be a key determnant 
of whether problem gamblng behavour 
s affected.
As detaled above, gamng opportuntes 
across Vctora are stll lkely to have a 
wde spatal dstrbuton wth few travel 
barrers and would therefore reman 
accessble to many at-rsk gamblers.
As the other factors that contrbute to 
the development of gamblng problems 
would stll exst (especally those at an 
ndvdual level), t s unlkely that the 
lmted reducton n accessblty would 
substantally affect the response of at-rsk 
gamblers. These gamblers are stll lkely to 
seek an escape from adverse lfe events 
or actng on mpulsve gamblng decsons.
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In addton, accessblty would be 
ncreased for the communty that lves 
or works n the mmedate vcnty of the 
destnaton gamng venue.
exstng travel preferences of gamblers 
(McMllen 2004) and studes of nterstate 
gamng venues ndcate that the 
catchment of a destnaton gamng venue 
s lkely to be drawn prmarly from a  
5-klometre radus. for ths communty, 
the ntroducton of a large destnaton 
venue would amount to a substantal 
ncrease n gamng accessblty and s 
lkely to result n a localsed ncrease n 
problem gamblng.
To some extent, ths may be mtgated by 
enhanced responsble gamblng measures 
n a large destnaton gamng venue. It 
s often suggested that large venues 
have more financal and organsatonal 
capacty to provde enhanced responsble 
gamblng measures.
However, n contrast, t s also argued that 
the staff of smaller venues know ther 
patrons and ths ensures self-excluded 
customers are prevented from gamblng, 
and people n dstress can be readly 
dentfied and asssted.
Venues studed n Vctora and nterstate 
ndcate that the culture of the venue, 
rather than ts sze, appears a more 
sgnficant nfluence on the provson of 
responsble gamblng measures.
That s, regardless of the sze of 
the venue, those wth professonal 
management wth a commtment to 
responsble gamblng provded a more 
responsble envronment.
There s no evdence to suggest that 
a destnaton gamng venue, smply by 
vrtue of ts sze or financal capacty, 
would lessen the rsk of problem 
gamblng behavour.
Conclusion
The level of reducton n problem 
gamblng that results over the long 
term through destnaton gamng would 
depend on:
• how sgnficant a contrbutng factor 
accessblty to gamng opportuntes s 
n the development of an ndvdual’s 
gamblng problem; and
• whether the reducton n accessblty s 
such that t changes a person’s gamblng 
behavour.
Ths means that n aggregate terms, the 
overall benefit of a reducton n problem 
gamblng harm would be lmted by the 
sze of the group of problem gamblers 
(and at-rsk gamblers) who are partcularly 
senstve to changes n accessblty. There 
s no way to measure the sze of ths 
group.
In the short term followng the 
ntroducton of destnaton gamng, 
the compulson to gamble experenced 
by exstng problem gamblers wll not 
be dmnshed and the assocated 
harm may ncrease as they adjust ther 
gamblng behavour to the less accessble 
envronment.
over the longer term, ths ntal ncrease 
n gamblng harm may be replaced by a 
reducton n the number of new cases of 
problem gamblng.
However, even wth a consderable 
reducton n accessablty (as n the 
comprehensve consoldaton model), 
the extent of the reducton n problem 
gamblng cases s lkely to be lmted. Ths 
s because the varous other factors that 
contrbute to problem gamblng would 
contnue to arse and accessble gamng 
opportuntes would reman.
Ths means that the potental benefits of 
a reducton n problem gamblng through 
destnaton gamng are lmted. based on 
ts mpact on problem gamblng alone, t 
cannot be proven that destnaton gamng 
would delver a benefit.
The other potental mpacts of 
destnaton gamng are therefore 
mportant for determnng whether t 
would provde a net communty benefit 
for Vctora.
for destnaton gamng, ths wll nvolve 
havng regard to not only the mpact on 
problem gamblng and the harm t causes, 
but also the mpact of the reconfiguraton 
of gamng supply on local economc 
wellbeng and communty lfe.
These mpacts wll be explored n the 
followng two chapters.
The reconfiguration of 
the supply of gaming 
would have an impact 
on local industry and 
the local economy.
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The mpact of regulatory polces on local 
employment, productvty, competton, 
nfrastructure and economc growth s an 
mportant aspect of any net communty 
mpact analyss.
Economic impact of gaming
Gamblng, lke any form of consumpton, 
stmulates economc actvty. Consumer 
expendture on gamng machnes can be 
assocated wth:
• the creaton of employment n venues 
and ther suppler ndustres
• captal nvestment n venues
• manufacturng (of machnes and other 
venue fittngs)
• smlar njectons nto ancllary 
ndustres.
over tme, these effects flow on to other 
areas, sparkng new forms of consumpton 
and ncreasng the value of the orgnal 
expendture.
Gamblng ndustry employment tself 
has been found to be ‘low-ntensty 
employment’. A 2000–01 Australan 
study of lcensed venues wth gamblng 
facltes found that, per dollar of takngs, 
over twce as many jobs were created 
by beverage sales as by the gamblng 
facltes wthn the venue. Meals and 
food sales were found to have created 
more than sx tmes as many jobs n the 
venue as gamblng (o’nel, et al. 2005).
However, gamng acts as only one 
element of the broad entertanment 
package n a venue. Gven that most 
people n Vctora gamble as part of a 
socal outng (McMllen 2004), spendng 
on gamng machnes s therefore also 
assocated wth spendng on food, 
beverages and other entertanment, 
generatng flow-on economc actvty and 
employment.
The fundamental reconfiguraton of 
the supply of gamng envsaged by 
destnaton gamng would have an mpact 
on local ndustry and the local economy. 
The mpact would flow both from the 
creaton of a destnaton gamng venue 
and the correspondng reducton n the 
number of exstng gamng opportuntes.
Economic impact of destination 
gaming venues
The establshment of a destnaton 
gamng venue would generate a degree of 
economc actvty n a local area. lke any 
new busness, the extent of ths economc 
actvty s dependent on the scale and 
success of the busness wthn the exstng 
local economc envronment.
research on large venues n other 
jursdctons revealed that an extended 
range of facltes were provded n these 
venues – ncludng entertanment, food 
and beverages, accommodaton, retal 
and local tours (young 2007).
potental mpact of 
destnaton gamng on local 
economc wellbeng06
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Case studes undertaken by the 
Department n new South Wales and 
Queensland ndcate that, whle larger n 
scale, destnaton venues do not provde 
a sgnficantly dfferent offer from that 
provded by other venues. Venues n 
these states offered a range of food and 
beverage optons, but these facltes 
were comparable to those offered by 
some Vctoran venues wth between 80 
and 105 gamng machnes.
nevertheless, a destnaton gamng venue 
would be lkely to have a somewhat 
expanded set of servces and facltes. 
Jobs would therefore be created not only 
n the gamng part of the venue but also 
n other areas (such as food and beverage 
servce), whch have hgher employment 
ntensty. The venue may also source 
produce and suppler servces locally, 
further ncreasng local economc actvty.
A destnaton gamng venue mght 
also stmulate mprovement to local 
nfrastructure n an area. for example, a 
large venue may requre better securty, 
street lghtng, roads and parkng, publc 
transport and traffic lghts. An ncrease 
n publc nfrastructure mght encourage 
further development n the area 
around the venue and further ncrease 
economc actvty. Such addtonal captal 
nvestment would be especally benefical 
f the venue were establshed n a growth 
corrdor that s stll nfrastructure-poor. 
To be partcularly valuable, any new 
nfrastructure would need to benefit 
the broader communty, rather than just 
those usng the venue tself.
The value of any new nfrastructure could 
also depend on the fundng source. If 
the set-up or operatng cost of mproved 
nfrastructure around the venue s borne 
by local or state government, ths mght 
consttute a dverson from another 
worthwhle local fundng cause (Azmer, 
Kelley & Todoschuk 2001). 
New or transferred economic activity?
In theory, the establshment of a 
destnaton gamng venue, lke any new 
busness, has the potental to create 
postve outcomes n employment, 
nfrastructure and other economc 
actvty n a local area.
However, the potental economc benefits 
of a destnaton gamng venue need to 
be examned more closely to determne 
whether the venue would stmulate 
genunely new economc actvty or 
merely redstrbute exstng economc 
actvty. new economc actvty s 
lkely to lead to a net benefit for a local 
communty, whle transferred actvty has 
mnmal net mpact and s less valuable.
new economc actvty n a local area 
could be generated n two ways:
. customers at a destnaton gamng 
venue consttute a new market wth 
changed consumpton behavour
. customers at a destnaton gamng 
venue are from outsde the local area.
new economc actvty of ether sort s 
unlkely.
young (2007) contends that destnaton 
gamng venues would occupy a partcular 
market nche and represent a case of 
supply-led growth nto new markets. 
However, n Vctora, the gamng market 
appears to be at a mature stage as 
gamng expendture s now growng at a 
rate smlar to nflaton and natural adult 
populaton ncreases. In ths context, t s 
unlkely that new markets would emerge, 
partcularly gven that destnaton gamng 
does not offer a new or substantally 
dfferent product.
A destnaton gamng venue could 
nevertheless generate economc 
actvty n a local area f t has a very 
wde catchment. from a statewde 
perspectve, the net economc mpact 
mght be mnmal, but the local economy 
would benefit from non-local customers 
dvertng ther consumpton nto the area.
However, n case studes n new South 
Wales and Queensland, t was observed 
that a larger venue s not necessarly 
assocated wth a proportonally larger 
catchment. The Department vsted a 
number of large gamng venues n these 
states (rangng from between 180 and 
600 gamng machnes). Management 
at all these venues reported that the 
majorty of ther patrons were drawn 
from wthn 3–5 klometres of the venue. 
It s lkely that a destnaton gamng venue 
n Vctora would also have a localsed 
catchment area.
Changes in economic activity are likely to be magnified in a vulnerable 
community.
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A new destnaton gamng venue would 
therefore be more lkely to encourage 
a transfer of economc actvty than to 
generate a sgnficant amount of new 
local economc actvty.
Ths transfer could nvolve a redstrbuton 
of actvty from, for example:
• rval gamng venues (n competton 
wth the destnaton gamng venue)
• former gamng venues that have lost 
gamng machnes
• other local busnesses (wth competng 
facltes, such as restaurants and other 
entertanment).
There s a final pont to note about the 
net benefit of ths transferred actvty.
economes of scale could mean that a 
consoldated gamng venue would be 
more efficent. for example, a larger, more 
streamlned venue mght employ fewer 
staff than were collectvely employed 
by the multple venues t replaces. In 
addton, wth the barganng power to 
use bulk supplers and larger servce 
provders, a destnaton gamng venue, 
unlke smaller venues, may not utlse a 
wde range of local busnesses. Ths can 
be lkened to the net decrease n local 
employment and economc actvty that 
s sad to occur when large, efficent 
supermarket chans replace multple, 
smaller local convenence stores.
It s possble, therefore, that a sngle 
destnaton gamng venue would not be 
able to match the economc benefit of 
the numerous smaller venues t replaces.
Economic impact of loss of 
existing gaming opportunities
Destnaton gamng would also have a 
consderable mpact on the operatons  
of exstng gamng venues.
Loss of gaming revenue at existing 
gaming venues
Where exstng gamng venues have 
ther gamng operatons removed under 
destnaton gamng, the loss of gamng 
machne revenue could have a substantal 
effect.
Some venues may have loans and other 
financal commtments based on gamng 
revenue projectons that can no longer 
be met. other venues may have nvested 
n captal works and property expressly 
to house ther machnes. Venues losng 
machnes would have to adjust the 
desgn, marketng and mplementaton 
of ther non-gamng offer n order to 
mantan an adequate revenue base to 
support these commtments and reman 
vable.
It s possble that faced wth the complete 
loss of gamng operatons, some venues 
may dversfy, adapt and even thrve. 
However, ndustry stakeholders suggest 
that ths s unlkely to be common. even 
for venues able to adapt, transton costs 
would be consderable.
Loss of gaming as part of venue package
loss of gamng operatons s not just an 
ssue of lost revenue, but has broader 
mplcatons for the venue.
for many Vctorans, the presence of 
gamblng facltes s a factor n ther 
decson to patronse a partcular 
venue (McMllen 2004). Gamng s seen 
as an mportant part of the general 
entertanment package offered by a 
venue. In a compettve envronment 
where gamng opportuntes are stll 
avalable n rval venues, venues that 
lose ther gamng operatons mght see a 
general downturn n patronage as a result 
of a lesser entertanment package.
To counter the financal loss drectly 
related to machne removal, a scheme 
could be devsed whereby venues that 
forfet machnes mght be guaranteed a 
proporton of the revenue generated by 
those machnes when located elsewhere. 
Some venues have already voluntarly 
entered nto such arrangements.
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However, a number of stakeholders 
nssted that even f the revenue stream 
from gamng machnes were mantaned, 
many venues would not be vable after 
gamng machnes are removed. Ths 
s because gamng s crucal to the 
entertanment mx and the qualty and 
contnuty of busness operatons n ther 
current form.
Clubs (tradtonally not as well-postoned 
or hgh-performng as hotels) may be 
partcularly vulnerable. for example, a 
small club that loses gamng may find 
t dfficult to open other than on event 
days. Ths s reflected n the fact that 
currently, very few lcensed clubs wthout 
gamng machnes are able to open daly 
n Vctora. Those that do tend to have 
an uncommonly large membershp base 
or hgh membershp fees. Such clubs 
generally run servces at a loss and are 
subsdsed by large membershp fees.
Impact on vulnerable 
communities
Changes n economc actvty are lkely to 
be magnfied n a vulnerable communty. 
A range of ndcators can be used to 
dentfy communtes at partcular rsk 
from problem gamblng harm. These 
nclude economc ndcators lke low 
workforce partcpaton and ncome 
levels, and related characterstcs such as 
lower educaton or lteracy levels.
If a destnaton gamng venue were 
located n a vulnerable communty, 
an ncrease n employment and other 
economc actvty s lkely to be more 
valuable than f the venue were located n 
an area already enjoyng full employment 
or economc growth.
lkewse, the mpact of a reducton n 
the number of gamng operatons n a 
vulnerable area would be more severe. 
Any resultng job loss, nfrastructure 
reducton or declne n economc actvty 
s lkely to be felt more strongly here than 
n a less vulnerable communty.
A venue’s loss of gamng may also 
nfluence other busnesses n the wder 
local economy. for nstance, those 
people who regularly combne shoppng 
wth gamng may shop n another area 
that stll has gamng venues.
If former venues are replaced by 
new busness growth (for example, n 
more job-ntensve ndustres such as 
hosptalty), then the effect of destnaton 
gamng could be mtgated, perhaps even 
postve. However, t s mpossble to 
guarantee that the commercal ncentve 
for new busness wll arse. Ths s 
partcularly so n communtes wth hgh 
levels of soco-economc dsadvantage, 
where low dscretonary ncomes and 
lmted resources to nvest can nhbt 
growth.
Conclusion
Destnaton gamng would nvolve 
two types of local economc mpact: 
the mpact of the gan of a large, new 
busness, and the mpact of a reducton n 
the number of exstng gamng operatons.
The former nvolves an njecton of local 
economc actvty, but one that may 
reflect a transfer of exstng actvty. The 
latter nvolves a loss of gamng operatons 
– and possbly venues – and one that s 
unlkely to be offset by a replacement 
wth new local busnesses n vulnerable 
communtes.
overall, t can be concluded that 
the local economc mpact of a new 
destnaton gamng venue n a communty 
s potentally postve (dependng on 
varables such as the locaton, scale, 
facltes and success of the venue). 
However, ths potental s dmnshed by 
the level of transfer from other gamng 
venues and other expendture actvtes.
At the same tme, the economc and 
ndvdual busness mpacts of the loss 
of gamng operatons n exstng venues 
appear largely negatve. The scalng back 
or closure of venues would nvolve job 
loss and mpacts on local supplers, 
servce provders and nearby ancllary 
busnesses. The more extensve the 
reducton n exstng operatons, the more 
unlkely that destnaton gamng would 
result n an overall economc benefit.
The impact of 
destination gaming on 
community life is an 
important factor in the 
net community impact 
analysis.
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In addton to the mpacts on problem 
gamblng and local economc wellbeng, 
destnaton gamng would also have an 
mpact on communty lfe.
Gamng venues can enhance communty 
lfe through the provson of communty 
servces, facltes and entertanment. 
However, wthout communty 
engagement and acceptance, a venue 
could have a negatve effect on 
communty wellbeng.
Whle the mpact of destnaton gamng 
on communty lfe s hard to measure, t s 
an mportant factor n the net communty 
mpact analyss.
Community services, facilities and 
entertainment
Gamng machnes are a form of 
entertanment used by approxmately one 
thrd of Vctorans (McMllen 2004), and 
gamng venues provde valuable servces 
and facltes to the communty.
Gamng venues provde a varety of socal, 
sportng and cultural nfrastructure, 
ncludng:
• sports and fitness facltes
• lve entertanment
• drnkng and dnng amentes
• meetng spaces and actvtes for 
specal nterest groups.
Impact of gaming on community 
services, facilities and entertainment
beyond the nherent entertanment value 
of gamng tself, hotels and clubs wth 
gamng provde a range of servces and 
facltes that benefit the communty.
In ts 1999 report, the productvty 
Commsson accepted that the growth 
of gamblng had enabled communty 
clubs to ncrease sgnficantly the qualty 
and range of facltes and servces they 
provded. Ths was regarded as a dstnct 
socal benefit of gamblng.
beyond ther prmary functons for 
members, many clubs (and some hotels 
– partcularly those n regonal areas) also 
engage n partnershps wth local schools, 
chartes and communty groups, provde 
sponsorshp and support for communty 
events, projects and sports teams and act 
as an auspcng body for smaller clubs and 
assocatons.
Intangble communty servces
not all communty servces are tangble. 
Some gamng venues have a strong 
communty or membershp focus and 
engender a sense of dentty or belongng 
among patrons. other benefits nclude 
the rallyng of socal support for members 
(such as hosptal vsts and funeral 
attendance), outlets for volunteersm 
and experence n management and 
commttee work.
Gamng venues, partcularly club venues, 
can provde a pont of connecton for 
members of the communty, ncludng 
the elderly and ethnc groups, who 
mght otherwse be socally solated by 
lmted language sklls or moblty. The 
unemployed, women, the newly retred 
and elderly, mgrants of non-englsh-
speakng background and people wth 
dsabltes have all been dentfied as 
groups for whch very few socal and 
potental mpact of 
destnaton gamng on 
communty lfe07
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cultural alternatves exst outsde such 
venues (MIAeSr, DHSA and nIeIr 1997, 
cted n productvty Commsson 1999).
Drect communty contrbutons
Gamng venues are also requred to make 
drect contrbutons to the communty, to 
a mnmum value of 8.33 per cent of ther 
net gamng revenue.
Hotels make the mnmum contrbuton 
through a tax drected to the Communty 
Support fund (CSf). CSf fundng can 
be appled to a range of causes for 
communty mprovement, such as:
• gamblng research
• problem gamblng preventon and 
assstance
• financal counsellng servces
• support for famles n crss
• youth, sport and recreaton programs
• the promoton of arts and toursm.
 In addton, some hotels also contrbute 
drectly to ther local communtes, for 
example, through chartable donatons 
and sponsorng local sports teams.
Clubs are requred to demonstrate ther 
contrbutons n the form of spendng on 
actvtes that benefit the communty. 
These actvtes are reported annually to 
the Vctoran Commsson for Gamblng 
regulaton n a communty benefit 
statement. Actvtes for communty 
benefit nclude those that benefit the 
club’s members (such as the employment 
of staff to mantan ts sportng fields) or 
the wder communty (such as chartable 
donatons).
Impact of destination gaming on 
community services, facilities and 
entertainment
Communty servces, facltes and 
entertanment would be affected by the 
establshment of a destnaton gamng 
venue and the concurrent reducton 
n the number of exstng gamng 
opportuntes.
Impact of destnaton gamng venues
A destnaton gamng venue would 
provde an addtonal entertanment 
opton to a local area that would 
nclude a range of non-gamng actvtes, 
enhancng the opportuntes for lesure, 
entertanment and socal actvty.
These facltes would  be partcularly 
valuable f a destnaton gamng venue 
were establshed n a growth corrdor or 
greenfields area wth few exstng socal 
amentes.
Impact of reducton n the number of 
exstng gamng operatons
Destnaton gamng also nvolves a 
reducton n the number of exstng 
gamng operatons. As dscussed n 
the prevous chapter, the removal of a 
steady ncome source from an exstng 
gamng venue would have commercal 
ramficatons and perhaps even result 
n the downszng or closure of venues 
unable to adapt to the change.
Ths would almost certanly lead to a 
reducton n the servces and facltes 
avalable to the communty.
As there are many hotels wthout gamng 
that operate a range of entertanment 
optons, t s lkely that hotels could 
adapt to the loss of gamng revenue by 
developng other areas of ther busness.
In contrast, very few lcensed clubs 
wthout gamng are able to offer a wde-
rangng entertanment venue seven days 
a week (and those that do rely on very 
hgh membershp fees). Ths suggests that 
clubs are less lkely to be able to sustan 
ther operatons wthout gamng revenue. 
for example, wthout gamng revenue, 
a club venue may no longer be able to 
mantan ts sportng fields or may need 
to charge local communty groups for 
usng ts meetng space.
Therefore, the loss of gamng operatons 
n club venues s lkely to result n a 
sgnficant loss of communty facltes 
and nfrastructure provded by clubs.
further, where gamng venues close, the 
communty would lose the ntangble 
benefits those venues provde. for 
example, f a small sportng club’s 
busness operatons are affected such 
that t can open only for matches and 
events, ts capacty to act as a hub for 
socal engagement would be reduced.
Impact on drect communty 
contrbutons
A destnaton gamng venue may be a 
partcular category of venue, dstnct 
from a hotel or club. However, t s 
assumed that t would stll be requred to 
commt a proporton of ts net gamng 
revenue to the communty. It s lkely that 
at least some of ths amount would be 
contrbuted by way of drect donatons, 
sponsorshp or support n knd.
Community wellbeing is the sum of a range of local characteristics that 
contribute to a community’s sense of contentment, security and comfort. 
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However, a shft to destnaton gamng s 
stll lkely to mpact on drect communty 
contrbutons.
Many local government areas n Vctora 
have more than 600 gamng machnes. A 
destnaton gamng venue s unlkely to 
house all the machnes forfeted from an 
area. Instead, a destnaton gamng venue 
would probably only retan a proporton 
of removed machnes (perhaps 250), wth 
excess machnes redstrbuted elsewhere 
n the state.
As a result, contrbutons at a communty 
level may drop, due to a net reducton n 
total gamng expendture n the local area 
from the reducton n the overall number 
of gamng machnes.
The full extent of the mpact of ths 
reducton would depend on the way 
that the destnaton gamng venue makes 
communty contrbutons.
A destnaton gamng venue would have 
more gamng machnes than any sngle 
exstng venue. As a result, f t chose 
to make larger drect donatons or 
sponsorshp to the communty, t would 
have the financal capacty to do so.
However, the potental benefit of larger 
drect communty contrbutons s 
uncertan. larger contrbutons mean 
greater spendng power and the ablty to 
fund large-scale projects.
on the other hand, many smaller chartes 
and communty groups may be relant on 
modest fundng streams, and the loss of 
ths fundng could affect dversty and 
local self-management among communty 
organsatons n an area.
Therefore, whle there may not be 
a change to total contrbutons at a 
statewde level, ndvdual communtes 
may suffer the loss of the localsed drect 
communty benefits, both n terms of 
a net reducton n contrbutons and a 
change n the way that contrbutons are 
dstrbuted.
Impact on vulnerable communtes
Aganst ths background, t s mportant 
to consder a communty’s capacty 
to address any potental shortfall n 
servces and facltes, entertanment and 
ntangble communty resources.
In some communtes, there may be the 
socal and financal captal, commercal 
drvers or local government resources 
to replcate those communty assets 
formerly provded by venues wth  
gamng.
However, n areas of hgher soco-
economc dsadvantage, provson 
of those facltes and servces s less 
lkely to be wthn the scope of local 
government or commercally feasble 
outsde the hotel and club sector. 
Members of vulnerable communtes 
may lack the capacty or mechansms to 
source fundng, encourage volunteersm 
and develop replacement communty 
facltes themselves.
It s n these communtes that loss of 
gamng venues, and ther attendant 
tangble and ntangble benefits, could 
have a partcularly detrmental mpact.
Community wellbeing
The ntroducton of destnaton gamng 
also has the potental to affect local 
communty lfe n more ntangble ways.
Impact of destination gaming on 
community wellbeing
Communty wellbeng s the sum of 
a range of local characterstcs that 
contrbute to a communty’s sense of 
contentment, securty and comfort. 
These could nclude, for example, local 
economc stablty or the avalablty of 
communty servces and facltes.
Three other factors that may nfluence 
communty feelng about destnaton 
gamng are communty atttudes towards 
gamblng, perceptons of crme and safety 
and local character.
Communty atttudes towards gamng
Atttudes to gamng would nfluence 
whether the communty would accept a 
destnaton gamng venue.
Though a thrd of Vctorans play them 
(McMllen 2004), many beleve that 
gamng machnes do more harm than 
good. More than 65 per cent of Vctorans 
beleve that gamng machnes have not 
been good for ther suburb or local 
communty (McMllen 2004).
Many local governments n Vctora 
also object to gamng venues and 
have employed polces of lmtng the 
number of gamng machnes wthn ther 
boundares. Durng nformal consultaton, 
stakeholders suggested that ganng 
communty and local councl support for 
the establshment of destnaton gamng 
venues would be dfficult.
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on the other hand, there may be 
communty support for a reducton 
n the number of gamng venues, as a 
majorty of Vctoran gamblers and non-
gamblers beleve that gamblng s too 
wdely accessble n Vctora (McMllen 
2004). However, ths may be countered 
by concern over the assocated loss of 
communty facltes.
It s also unlkely that a communty would 
welcome a large destnaton gamng 
venue f ths nvolves an ncrease n the 
total number of gamng machnes n an 
area or the destnaton gamng venue 
were substantally larger than exstng 
venues.
perceptons of crme and safety
In addton to beng assocated wth 
the crmes commtted by problem 
gamblers, large-scale gamblng venues are 
sometmes sad to attract opportunstc 
crme, ncludng street crme (such as 
robbery and assault) and organsed  
and/or transactonal crme (such as 
money launderng, drug supply and 
solctaton).
Although there s a commonly held belef 
about a lnk between gamblng and ths 
type of crme, there s nsufficent relable 
data to assess ths wth any accuracy. 
In 1999, the productvty Commsson 
found that (leavng asde revenue-rasng 
and domestc crme assocated wth 
problem gamblng), there s no evdence 
of sgnficant crmnal actvty assocated 
wth the legalsed gamblng ndustry.
It s possble, however, that total crme 
mght ncrease around a destnaton 
gamng venue, commensurate wth the 
ncrease n people traffic (reth 2006) and 
amentes nvolvng late openng hours 
and the servce of alcohol.
local character
The effect of a destnaton gamng venue 
on local character s another mportant 
consderaton when determnng ts 
mpact on communty wellbeng.
The ambence of a communty may be 
affected by factors such as:
• a venue’s external desgn and aesthetc
• the development of nfrastructure
• the demographc of the clentele
• sgnage and marketng, lghts, nose, 
people and vehcle traffic
• proxmty to centres of communty 
congregaton (such as shops, churches, 
schools).
A negatve vew of these characterstcs 
assocated wth the venue could 
create communty opposton to the 
destnaton gamng venue. on the other 
hand, f a postve vew s formed, the 
ncreased entertanment opportuntes 
and nfrastructure that come wth a 
destnaton gamng venue may actually 
encourage acceptance.
Conclusion
As a large, well-managed, well-resourced 
recreatonal centre, a destnaton gamng 
venue has the potental to enhance 
servces, facltes and entertanment 
optons n a communty.
However, t mght be dfficult for a 
destnaton gamng venue to replcate 
the dversty and nche appeal of all 
exstng venues. Moreover, n vulnerable 
communtes, there may be a lack of 
commercal drvers for these venues 
to be replaced by alternatve forms of 
entertanment.
local communtes’ wllngness to accept 
and embrace destnaton gamng s also 
an mportant element of net communty 
mpact.
The dea of reducng the number of 
gamng opportuntes n Vctora may be 
supported by the communty. However, 
the loss of communty facltes, servces 
and entertanment n local areas that have 
reductons n gamng operatons may 
detract from the appeal of destnaton 
gamng.
overall, there s a rsk that the negatve 
mpacts on communty servces, 
facltes and entertanment from a 
loss of exstng gamng opportuntes 
would be substantal, especally where 
the reducton n exstng gamng 
opportuntes s extensve.
It is recommended that 
destination gaming not 
be pursued further in 
Victoria at this time.
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The theory behnd destnaton gamng 
suggests t should be a promsng problem 
gamblng harm reducton measure.  
The relatonshp between accessblty 
and problem gamblng s often taken as a 
gven.  on ths bass, reducng accessblty 
to gamng opportuntes should logcally 
result n a reducton n problem gamblng 
harm.
However, the nvestgaton nto 
destnaton gamng has revealed that 
the potental for t to reduce problem 
gamblng harm s lmted.
people develop gamblng problems due 
to a combnaton of factors that nclude 
socal, physologcal, psychologcal and 
envronmental factors.
As the other contrbutng factors of 
problem gamblng (partcularly those 
at an ndvdual level) stll operate, the 
proporton of at-rsk gamblers who would 
be senstve to accessblty changes s 
lkely to be low.
In addton, the analyss of the mpact 
on accessblty n Vctora from a 
reconfiguraton of gamng supply through 
destnaton gamng reveals that overall 
accessblty to gamng opportuntes 
would contnue to be hgh.
The relatonshp between accessblty 
and problem gamblng s not smple or 
lnear and s nfluenced by the local socal 
and envronmental context.
The mplcatons of ths for destnaton 
gamng are mxed.
In the short to medum term, problem 
gamblng harm may ncrease as people 
wth exstng gamblng problems adapt 
ther behavour to the reconfigured 
supply structure n order to act on ther 
compulson to gamble.
over the long term, problem gamblng 
may be reduced as less accessble 
gamng opportuntes present a barrer 
to mpulsve gamblng behavour among 
at-rsk gamblers.
It s mpossble to measure the exact 
extent of ths mpact.
However, based on the weght of avalable 
evdence, t s clear that any potental 
reducton n problem gamblng over the 
long term would  be lmted and the 
ncrease n the rsk of problem gamblng 
harm n the short term s a sgnficant 
ssue.
Wth ths n mnd, the potental broader 
communty mpacts of destnaton 
gamng are mportant.
Whle destnaton gamng venues could 
nvolve a postve njecton nto local 
economes, the economc and ndvdual 
busness mpacts of the loss of gamng 
operatons n exstng venues appear 
mostly negatve.
The mpact on ndvdual venues would 
have flow-on effects for communtes, 
f they are no longer able to provde 
valuable communty facltes and 
nfrastructure.
Concluson08
It is not proven that destination gaming would deliver a net community 
benefit for Victoria.
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Where these reductons occur n 
vulnerable communtes, the hgh level of 
soco-economc dsadvantage n the area 
s lkely to mean that these communtes 
would have lmted capacty to develop 
alternatves.
The nvestgaton ndcates that t s not 
proven that destnaton gamng would 
delver a net communty benefit for 
Vctora.
It s therefore recommended that 
destnaton gamng not be pursued 
further n Vctora at ths tme.
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The commtment n Takng acton on 
problem gamblng requres that the 
nvestgaton nto destnaton gamng 
specfically examne whether gamng 
venues at racecourses would be sutable 
for destnaton gamng.
essentally, ths s a queston of whether 
gamng venues at racecourses are 
somehow dfferent to other gamng 
venues and whether these dfferences 
make them sutable to destnaton 
gamng. 
It s suggested that there are two key 
dfferences between racecourse venues 
and other gamng venues that make them 
sutable:
• racecourse venues are located n areas 
that make them less accessble than 
other gamng venues
• the nature of racecourse gamng venues 
promotes more event-based gamblng 
and less mpulse gamblng behavour 
than other gamng venues.
Location of gaming venues at 
racecourses
Hstorcally, gamng venues at racecourses 
have often been located n areas that are 
removed from daly actvtes. They are 
therefore potentally less vsble and may 
encourage planned gamblng decsons 
rather than mpulsve gamblng behavour.
locaton of venues and travel tme to a 
venue are key dmensons of accessblty 
(see Chapter 3). These dmensons can 
nfluence problem gamblng behavour n 
several ways:
• where gamng venues are ntegrated 
wth people’s daly actvtes, they are 
more vsble and ths can facltate 
accessblty
• ncreased travel tme to a venue gves 
people more tme to make pre-
commtment decsons regardng ther 
gamblng.
Some gamng venues at racecourses 
are located n areas whch make them 
compatble wth the am of destnaton 
gamng. However, there s consderable 
varaton n venue desgn and accessblty 
among racecourse gamng venues. for 
example:
• some racecourses are located on the 
outskrts of town, whle others are 
located n the mddle of metropoltan 
areas
• some racecourses have greater access 
to publc transport, wth transport 
stops outsde the venue, whle others 
only have publc transport access on 
race days
• some gamng venues are located nsde 
the racecourse faclty and are not 
vsble from man roads, whle others 
are located on man roads on the edge 
of the faclty and are hghly vsble and 
accessble.
AppenDIx A
Sutablty of gamng venues 
at racecourses to destnaton 
gamng
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In terms of accessblty and locaton, 
whle some racecourse gamng venues 
would be sutable for destnaton gamng, 
others would be unsutable.
Event-based gambling at 
racecourse gaming venues
Another way that racecourse gamng 
venues may be more sutable to 
destnaton gamng than other venues s f 
they encourage event-based gamblng.
Destnaton gamng seeks to encourage 
more planned gamblng behavour so 
that gamblng s more an event than a 
spontaneous actvty. Impulsve gamblng 
behavour s assocated wth problem 
gamblng and by encouragng planned 
decsons, problem gamblng harm may be 
reduced (see Chapter 3).
It s suggested that the nature of 
racecourses encourages event-type 
gamblng actvty. A vst to the races s 
tradtonally seen as an event and racng 
clubs are ncreasngly dversfyng ther 
entertanment offer by promotng non-
race-day functons.
However, racng ndustry stakeholders 
advse that gamng patrons who vst 
racecourse gamng venues are generally 
dfferent from racng patrons. Gamng 
customers tend to be drawn from a 
local catchment of 3–5 klometres. 
The dstncton between gamng venue 
customers and racng patrons s evdent 
on race days. Stakeholders advse that 
gamng venues at racecourses are 
generally queter on race days than on 
non-race days.
As gamng patrons are generally drawn 
from the local area, the ablty of gamng 
venues at racecourses to promote 
event-based gamblng (and be sutable for 
destnaton gamng) wll be dependent on 
the characterstcs of each venue. Agan, 
whle some racecourse venues wll be 
partcularly sutable, not all wll.
Conclusion
The pertnent ssue n relaton to 
the sutablty of gamng venues at 
racecourses to destnaton gamng s 
whether there s somethng dstnct 
about racecourse venues that means 
all racecourse gamng venues would be 
sutable for destnaton gamng.
It s evdent that ths s not the case. 
racecourse gamng venues vary. Some 
are partcularly sutable for destnaton 
gamng due to ther locaton and 
accessblty and the nature of ther 
operatons. equally, there are some 
venues that would be not be sutable for 
destnaton gamng.
In ths way, racecourse gamng venues are 
no dfferent from other gamng venues. 
for example, some football or golf clubs 
may be sutable for destnaton gamng, 
whle others have locatons that would 
make them unsutable.
It s evdent that f destnaton gamng 
were to be mplemented n Vctora, 
all venues, ncludng gamng venues at 
racecourses, would need to be examned 
for ther ndvdual sutablty.
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